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Abstract

The Portable Document Format (PDF) is a pop-
ular format for distributing digital documents.
Datasets on PDF reading behaviors and inter-
actions remain limited due to the challenges of
instrumenting PDF readers for these data col-
lection tasks. We present ATLAS, a data collec-
tion tool designed to better support researchers
in collecting rich PDF-centric datasets from
users. ATLAS supports researchers in program-
matically creating a user interface for data col-
lection that is ready to share with annotators.
It includes a toolkit and an extensible schema
to easily customize the data collection tasks
for a variety of purposes, allowing the collec-
tion of PDF annotations (e.g., highlights, draw-
ings) as well as reading behavior analytics (e.g.,
page scroll, text selections). We open-source
ATLAS1 to support future research efforts and
review use cases of ATLAS that showcase our
system’s broad applicability.

1 Introduction

Collecting high-quality datasets from humans
across varied domains has been one of the core
driving factors for advances in artificial intelligence
(AI) (Zha et al., 2023; Shneiderman, 2022). Re-
cent progress in AI only makes the importance
of such data more pronounced; as a canonical ex-
ample, methods such as reinforcement learning
from human feedback (RLHF) (Schulman et al.,
2017; Christiano et al., 2017; Ouyang et al., 2022;
Bai et al., 2022), one of the core technology for
large language model (LLM) fine-tuning and align-
ment (Liu et al., 2023b; Wang et al., 2023), criti-
cally depends on large-scale, high-quality human
data such as chat, preference ranking, and ques-
tion answering for both model training and evalua-
tion (Zhao et al., 2024; Hendrycks et al., 2021;

1https://github.com/frictionlessweb/
documentstudies/

Talmor et al., 2019; Ni et al., 2019). In addi-
tion, the capabilities of AI systems are highly
context-dependent and subjectively interpreted de-
pending on the context being used and users’ back-
grounds (Denton et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2022).
Thus, datasets within varied interaction contexts
and collected from diverse users can help address
these challenges by revealing the possibilities and
limitations of AI systems. For example, datasets
are central for evaluating Language Model’s (LMs)
capabilities in Natural Language Processing (NLP)
research (Gehrmann et al., 2023). In Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) research, interaction
datasets can help designers understand the capa-
bilities of AI technology and inform interaction
design and user experience design choices (Lee
et al., 2022; Cuadra et al., 2021; Theodorou et al.,
2021).

One of the most critical ingredients to human
data collection is a tool that supports such deeds.
The past few years have seen a surging need to col-
lect such data, stimulating the rapid development of
data collection tools and systems that cover various
tasks and diverse modalities.2 However, currently
and notably missing from the landscape are tools
that support human data collection on digital docu-
ments in the form of the Portable Document Format
(PDF). Indeed, the PDF is one of the most popu-
lar digital document formats with an estimated 2.5
trillion PDFs in the world today (Still, 2020). It
is extensively employed across various industries
such as healthcare, government, education, finance,
legal, and e-commerce as the de facto standard for
transactions, documentation, and communication.
However, few, if any, datasets exist that compre-
hensively capture users’ interactions with PDF doc-
uments. We posit one reason for this scarcity of
PDF datasets is the challenging nature of process-

2A few examples include https://labelbox.com/,
https://labelstud.io/, and https://appen.com/
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Figure 1: ATLAS supports researchers in programmatically creating a user interface for data collection that is ready
to share with annotators. A) To start a project, the researcher first defines the data collection goals and tasks using
the ATLAS toolkit which results in a JSON file. B) The researcher uploads the project JSON to the administrator
interface which generates the data collection interface and a shareable URL. C) Project annotators access the URL
to complete the specified data collection tasks.

ing and instrumenting PDF readers to capture rich
interaction data while maintaining good usability.

Recently, several tools have been devel-
oped specifically to enable PDF annotations.
PDFAnno (Shindo et al., 2018) and PAWLS (Neu-
mann et al., 2021) are two representative tools, both
of which enable annotating the PDF content, such
as drawing and labeling bounding boxes for vari-
ous PDF elements including texts, charts, headings,
and captions. However, these existing tools only
support annotating the PDF content and cannot
support collecting human data based on the PDF
such as readers’ interactions with the PDFs includ-
ing highlights, comments, and questions, nor can
they support evaluating AI systems’ outputs based
on PDFs such as question answering quality and
hallucination (Liu et al., 2023a; Li et al., 2023;
Rawte et al., 2023). To enable the next-generation
AI systems that collaborate with human users and
readers on digital documents, we first need a tool
that can aid the collection of large-scale and rich
human data based on PDFs for training and evalu-
ating document-based models.

1.1 Contributions

We propose ATLAS, a system for collecting PDF-
centric human-interaction data. ATLAS comple-
ments existing data collection tools for PDF-based
user interaction data collection. Unlike many exist-
ing tools that do not support collecting PDF-based
data, ATLAS incorporates a native PDF viewer in

its user interface, enabling the collection of var-
ious fine-grained interactions and annotations di-
rectly on the PDF file. Unlike existing PDF-based
data collection tools that take a content-centric ap-
proach, focusing on annotations on and analysis
of the PDF content, ATLAS takes a human-centric
approach, focusing on user interaction data with
the PDF that have become critical for user under-
standing, personalization, and model fine-tuning.

The ATLAS system consists of three main com-
ponents: a visually consistent, native PDF-viewer
integrated annotation interface that is dynamically
and programmatically generated based on the spe-
cific annotation task, a toolkit, and an extensible
schema to easily customize the data collection tasks
for a variety of purposes, including annotation and
interaction collection directly on PDFs; and a col-
lection utilities for processing, analyzing, and visu-
alizing the collected data, such as re-rendering the
PDF annotations such as comments and highlights
for further investigation.

The ATLAS’s design makes it general, scalable,
consistent, and easy to use. With ATLAS, re-
searchers can create various data annotation tasks
without writing a single line of UI code, enabling
them to focus on the task design itself. And with
ATLAS, task designers can then deliver the task
they created at scale to hundreds of data anno-
tators through a single, consistent UI that helps
improve the annotators’ experience and thus data
quality (Tourangeau and Smith, 1996; Strong et al.,
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1997; Bowling, 2005). A few examples, among
the numerous data tasks that ATLAS can support,
include PDF-based question-answering data collec-
tion, attribution data collection and evaluation, and
reading behavior data collection, some of which
have already been deployed in the wild to perform
real-world PDF-based user interaction data collec-
tion and evaluations.

To summarize, we make the following contribu-
tions in this paper:

[C1] We propose ATLAS, the first-of-its-kind
system for PDF-based human interaction collec-
tion, which existing data annotation tools cannot
support.

[C2] We outline the architecture of ATLAS,
which includes a programmatically generated user
interface, a toolkit for creating a data collection
task, and a suite of utilities for processing and ana-
lyzing the collected data. ATLAS’s design makes it
general, extensible, scalable, and easy to use. We
also open-source ATLAS to support future research
efforts.

[C3] We demonstrate via several concrete use
cases to showcase ATLAS’s wide applicability in
real-world data annotation and evaluation scenar-
ios.

2 Prior Work

Most existing data annotation tools (Stenetorp
et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2013; Ogren, 2006; Yi-
mam et al., 2014; Kummerfeld, 2019; Mayhew
and Roth, 2018) support data collection for many
data modalities and tasks except for PDFs. A few
tools (Neumann et al., 2021; Lo et al., 2023) sup-
port annotating content in PDFs but do not support
collecting human interaction data with the PDFs.
ATLAS bridges the gap with a suite of features to
support exactly these two scenarios, complement-
ing the already vast landscape of existing annota-
tion tools and software.

Because PDFs are designed to be read-only and
immutable, providing support for native PDF an-
notations can be challenging. Therefore, a related
line of efforts focuses on “morphing” the PDFs
into other formats for easier annotation and pro-
cessing. For example, Wang et al. (2021) pro-
posed a method to parse PDFs into HTML format.
However, converting PDFs to other formats usually
loses some aspects of its original appeal, such as
the persistence of its visual elements and layouts.
It is well known the usability of the data annotation

interface and presentation of data can impact user
perception and thus data quality (Wobbrock et al.,
2021; Spillane et al., 2018; Hausman and Siekpe,
2009; Coleman et al., 2008; Sonderegger and Sauer,
2010). Therefore, when collecting human interac-
tion data with PDFs, using PDFs directly as part of
the data collection and evaluation process is highly
preferable. ATLAS enables this by providing a con-
sistent UI for the annotator with a native, integrated
PDF viewer capable of collecting fine-grained user
interactions.

Many applications claim to perform intelligent
tasks on PDFs such as search and retrieval, question
answering, and summarization.3 However, these
applications are typically not transparent in eval-
uating how well they perform in these tasks and
compare to competitors. Publicly available evalu-
ation datasets and benchmarks are indispensable.
Many existing datasets and benchmarks are text-
only (Fabbri et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2023a; Ka-
malloo et al., 2023a), overlooking PDF documents.
Authors of a few recent works collect PDFs as
part of the dataset (Gu et al., 2024; Zhong et al.,
2019; Li et al., 2020; Pfitzmann et al., 2022; Cheng
et al., 2023), but the focus of these works are ei-
ther annotations on the content of the PDFs and
rarely on the human interactions with the PDFs
(Lee et al., 2023). ATLAS provides an opportu-
nity to enable easier and larger-scale collection of
PDF-based human interaction data to benefit fu-
ture developments of AI systems for documents
and benchmark the progress. Some of the exist-
ing works are already empowered by ATLAS. For
example, Saad-Falcon et al. (2023) developed a
model for question answering over long, structured
PDFs, in which ATLAS was central to collecting
human data for evaluation.

3 ATLAS Design Choices

ATLAS supports researchers in programmatically
creating a user interface for data collection that is
ready to share with annotators. ATLAS scaffolds
frontend creation and backend database manage-
ment so that researchers can focus on the content
needed for their data collection project. Figure 1
shows an overview of using ATLAS. The next sec-
tions describe each of ATLAS’s user interface and
design choices. A demo video is available in the

3Examples include https://www.chatpdf.com/, https:
//chatwithpdf.ai/, https://askyourpdf.com/, https:
//pdf.ai/, and https://chatdoc.com/
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Figure 2: An example of the ATLAS annotator interface. Researchers can customize Page Instructions for each
project. The PDF Document Viewer functions like a typical reader including common interactions such as scroll,
zoom, text selection, and search. Researchers can include any number of tasks in the Page Tasks panel; these include
survey tasks such as text entry, rank order, radio group, and checkboxes.

project GitHub repository4 and in the supplemen-
tary material.

3.1 Toolkit Overview

ATLAS provides a toolkit library that allows re-
searchers to define a data collection project pro-
grammatically. This programmatic approach pro-
vides flexibility in handling large amounts of data.
A data collection project in ATLAS consists of the
following components:

1. Groups: researchers can assign annotators to
different annotation groups that contain dif-
ferent data collection tasks. For example, a
researcher might have an evaluation where
one group of annotators is only exposed to a
control condition, and a second group is only
exposed to a test condition.

2. Pages: an ATLAS project can contain any
number of pages that are presented to annota-
tors and guide the flow of the data collection
project. Pages contain a PDF reader and rele-
vant tasks for annotators to complete.

4https://github.com/frictionlessweb/
documentstudies/

3. Tasks: a page can contain any number of data
collection tasks (Figure 2). These can be ei-
ther required or optional for annotators to pro-
ceed through the data collection. Section 3.2
details all the tasks supported.

3.2 Creating Instructions and Tasks
Once a researcher has defined a project goal, the

first step in using ATLAS, is defining the instruc-
tions and tasks for data collection using the ATLAS

toolkit, which results in a JSON file (Figure 1A).
Researchers can include project-level, page-

level, and task-level instructions. These allow re-
searchers to provide proper context and guidance
to annotators providing responses. For example,
start instructions can include annotation examples
for annotators to review before starting any data
collection tasks. Task-level instructions can also
include a document source that scrolls the PDF to a
specific location in the PDF. Document sources can
be useful if a task requires the user to pay attention
to a specific section or statement in the document.

For data collection, the ATLAS toolkit currently
supports the following data:

1. Bounding boxes of PDF annotations (i.e.,
page highlights, free-form drawings, com-
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ments) and underlying content (i.e., text, im-
ages, tables)

2. Timestamps of reading behavior analytics
(e.g., document scroll position, zoom level,
clicks, text search). Table Appendix B de-
scribes all behavior analytics that are currently
supported.

3. Survey user responses (i.e., text entry, rank
order, radio group, and checkbox group)

3.3 Managing and Deploying a Project

After an ATLAS project is created, the next step is
uploading the project to the ATLAS administrator
interface (Figure 1B). Additionally, a researcher
uploads any PDF documents that are used in the
data collection project. Once uploaded, ATLAS

automatically generates a URL that is ready to be
shared with annotators to begin the data collection
tasks. Each project has a unique URL and a re-
searcher can create any number of projects. All
projects are listed in the administrator panel. Once
the data collection is complete, the researcher can
download the results for each project. Results are
exported in a JSON file.

3.4 Collecting and Analyzing Responses

Researchers share a URL with annotators where
they can begin working on the data collection tasks.
Once an annotator begins a project, a unique URL
is generated for that annotator. This allows an an-
notator to take breaks between tasks and/or return
to the project at different times without losing their
progress on completed responses. A demo URL is
accessible through the project’s GitHub repository.

A researcher can download responses for a
project at any time. Downloads include any in-
progress/partial responses as well as completed
responses. The ATLAS toolkit provides functions
to help researchers aggregate responses from users.
Additionally, post-processing functions enable re-
searchers to map PDF annotation bounding boxes
to semantic content (i.e., text, images, tables).

4 Implementation

Backend: ATLAS is implemented using the web-
app framework, Ruby on Rails5. PostgreSQL is
used for the database. There are three key data

5https://rubyonrails.org

models: 1) A Document Table handles file meta-
data and nomenclature. 2) A Project Table encap-
sulates comprehensive details about each project.
3) A Project Assignments Table tracks completed
annotator responses.

Toolkit Processing Libraries: To specify a data
collection project, researchers create a JSON file
specifying the instructions and tasks. The ATLAS

toolkit provides a set of Python functions that al-
low customizing the tasks. All instructions can be
formatted using Markdown syntax. Once complete,
the JSON file is uploaded to the application along
with the required PDF documents. The toolkit also
provides functions to aggregate results into read-
able data tables and post-process PDF annotations.

Frontend: The user interface is implemented
using React with state management across the ap-
plication governed by the context API. There are
two main interfaces, the researcher interface, and
the annotation interface. PDFs are rendered using
Adobe’s PDF Embed API.6

5 Example Use Cases

To showcase our system’s broad applicability and
impact, we review three example projects that have
leveraged ATLAS’s capabilities to meet research
goals.

Document-Grounded Question Answering (QA)
This project aims to collect pairs of questions and
answers based on documents as well as attributions
(texts, tables, images, or charts in the document)
that help explain the answer. This dataset is simi-
lar to the Natural Questions dataset on Wikipedia
articles (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) but on a wider
set of PDF documents from different areas of do-
main expertise. This dataset can be a crucial first
step in fine-tuning models for automatic question
answering, question generation, and source attribu-
tion grounded on the source document. The dataset
is also critical for evaluating and benchmarking the
performance of these document-based models. AT-
LAS enables researchers to create a custom study
using openly licensed documents and annotation
tasks where annotators author (potentially multiple)
question-and-answer pairs for each document. An-
notators can also highlight the source texts or other
content in the PDF as attribution. ATLAS helped
standardize, streamline, and significantly scale the

6https://developer.adobe.com/
document-services/apis/pdf-embed/
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data collection effort to over 3,000 unique docu-
ments and more than 50 data annotators, resulting
in a dataset of over 20,000 question-and-answer
pairs along with their attributions and forming a
solid foundation for future model fine-tuning and
benchmarking.

Document-Grounded QA Evaluation This
project aims to scientifically and systematically
evaluate large language models’ (LLMs) document-
based QA capabilities using metrics including an-
swer quality, attribution, and bias. In particular,
accurate and precise attribution is an essential fea-
ture to improve LLMs’ trustworthiness when an-
swering questions based on source documents (Liu
et al., 2023a). Existing tools and literature focus
on evaluating attributions based primarily on free-
form texts but rarely on evaluating PDF-based QA
attributions (Kamalloo et al., 2023b; Huang et al.,
2023; Yue et al., 2023). However, providing a
faithful interface that represents how real readers
read digital documents for evaluation PDF-based
QA attributions is important for ensuring evalua-
tion consistency and quality (Kwon et al., 2014).
ATLAS supports such evaluation by providing a
consistent annotation UI with a natively integrated
PDF viewer where attributions are shown as high-
lights directly in the PDF. Researchers can flexibly
and programmatically create the evaluation task
to include different types of quality metrics that
they want to collect without the need to alter the
UI. ATLAS has supported several rounds of attri-
bution evaluation using two approaches. In one
approach, annotators directly rate the quality of
machine-generated attributions in terms of preci-
sion and recall. In a second approach, annotators
provide their own attributions, and agreement be-
tween human- and machine-generated attributions
is computed. In addition to attribution, ATLAS

has also been used for evaluating model answer-
ing quality and bias. As an example, Saad-Falcon
et al. (2023) have employed ATLAS to evaluate
their novel automated QA methodology for long,
structured documents.

Digital Reading Behavioral Data Collection
Behavioral data on how people read and interact
with digital documents can help deepen the under-
standing of reading patterns, improve the design of
reading applications, and develop better personal-
ization technologies for a more delightful digital
reading experience (Rajendran et al., 2018; Wallace
et al., 2022; Maity et al., 2017). Such data is typ-

ically proprietary and there exists no open-source
tools to support the collection of such data. AT-
LAS aims to change the landscape by providing the
capability to collect fine-grained implicit reading
behaviors such as temporal mouse-over patterns,
clicks, scrolls (direction and speed), search queries,
comments, and highlights. ATLAS enables a non-
intrusive way to collect such data in a reading inter-
face that closely represents common software for
consuming PDFs such as Adobe’s Acrobat Reader
and Apple’s Preview, improving the representative-
ness of such behavioral data collected using AT-
LAS to real-world reading patterns. An ongoing
study leverages ATLAS to collect one-of-a-kind,
open-source, large-scale reading behaviors from
professionals across various industries in the hope
of unlocking future research in studying, analyzing,
and improving digital reading experiences.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented ATLAS, an open-source
system for collecting PDF-centric human interac-
tion data. ATLAS complements existing data collec-
tion tools by focusing on PDF-based user interac-
tions and supports a wide range of interaction data
collection tasks, such as question-and-answer pairs,
QA attributions, and reading annotations and be-
haviors. It features a programmatically generated
user interface, a toolkit for creating data collection
tasks, and a suite of utilities for processing and
analyzing the collected data. We demonstrated AT-
LAS’s capabilities and applicability through several
real-world use cases. We believe that ATLAS will
be a valuable tool for researchers and practitioners
working with PDF-based human interaction data,
and we hope that it will enable new and exciting
research in this area.

Broader Impacts and Limitations

ATLAS holds the potential to significantly impact
document-based AI advancements, user experience
design, and research accessibility. By enabling the
collection of rich human interaction data on PDFs,
it paves the way for more sophisticated AI mod-
els that understand and interact with documents,
leading to improved question-answering, summa-
rization, and personalization. This democratization
of data collection empowers researchers and practi-
tioners alike, fostering new avenues for document-
based technology development. Furthermore, the
data collected through ATLAS can shed light on
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user reading patterns, informing the design of more
intuitive reading interfaces and navigation tools.
Additionally, its unique capability for capturing
PDF interactions allows for rigorous benchmark-
ing and evaluation of document-based AI, fostering
transparency and trust in these models.

However, it’s important to acknowledge AT-
LAS’s limitations. First, although ATLAS can be
extended to data collection tasks beyond PDFs, it is
currently limited to the formats of documents it can
support. Expanding to include additional document
formats, like Word documents or ePub files, would
broaden its utility. Second, collecting user data
carries ethical considerations. Robust security mea-
sures and data anonymization are essential to en-
sure participant privacy and trust. Third, scalability
and efficiency remain to be tested and ensured, as
handling extra large datasets and complex tasks can
strain system resources. Optimizing the platform
for smoother performance such as high-performing
databases and load balancing will be crucial for sup-
porting even large-scale research projects. Finally,
any data collection effort might inadvertently intro-
duce bias. Researchers must be mindful of these
potential biases and employ appropriate mitigation
strategies to ensure the collected data accurately
reflects real-world interactions.

By addressing these limitations and continuously
evolving, ATLAS strives to be a valuable tool for
responsible and ethical data collection, ultimately
fostering the development of trustworthy and im-
pactful document-based AI technologies that bene-
fit all users.
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A Toolkit JSON Schema

The output of the ATLAS toolkit is a JSON file
which is then uploaded to the ATLAS interface. The
JSON file defines the data collection instructions
and tasks. Below is a snippet of the schema for
specifying a project:
{ " s c h e m a _ v e r s i o n " : " v0 " ,

" m e t a d a t a " : {
" name " : s t r ,
# . . . any o t h e r needed f i e l d s can be added . . .

} ,
" s t a r t _ i n s t r u c t i o n s " : s t r ,
" e n d _ i n s t r u c t i o n s " : s t r ,
" g ro up s " : [ 0 ] ,
" group " : n u l l ,
" p a g e _ i n d e x " : 0 ,
" c o n t e n t " : {

" 0 " : { " pages " : [
{ " i d " : s t r ,

" p a g e _ l a y o u t " : s t r < p d f _ l a y o u t , t e x t _ l a y o u t > ,
" i n s t r u c t i o n s " : s t r ,
" document_ id " : s t r ,
" h i d e _ p r e v i o u s _ b u t t o n " : boo l < d e f a u l t f a l s e >
" s a v e _ p d f _ i n t e r a c t i o n s " : boo l < d e f a u l t f a l s e >
" t a s k s " : [ # . . . l i s t o f t a s k s . . . ] } ,
# . . . any number o f t a s k s can be added . . .

] }
}

}

B Reading Behavior Analytics

ATLAS supports data collection of reading behavior
analytics. These events are captured as timestamps
and include the following:

1. Current active page: Changes to the page in
view

2. Text copy: On copying text from the docu-
ment

3. Text search: When the user searches for any
text via the document search field

4. Zoom level: When zoom-in/out actions are
performed from the page control toolbar

5. Page click: When a user clicks on any docu-
ment page

6. Page double click: When a user double clicks
on any document page

7. Mouse enter/leave: The mouse pointer enter-
s/leaves any page

8. Annotation added: A new annotation is added
to the document

9. Annotation clicked: An existing annotation is
clicked

10. Annotation updated: An existing annotation
is updated

11. Annotation deleted: An annotation is deleted

12. Annotation mouse over or mouse out: The
mouse pointer moves over/out of any annota-
tion

13. Annotation selected or unselected: Any exist-
ing annotation is selected/unselected

14. Annotation count: Total number of document
annotations updated whenever a new anno-
tation is added or any existing annotation is
deleted
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